Enhanced Biosynthesis Performance of Heterologous Proteins in CHO-K1 Cells Using CRISPR-Cas9.
Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells are the famous expression system for industrial production of recombinant proteins, such as therapeutic antibodies. However, there still remain bottlenecks in protein quality and weakness in expression efficiency because of the intrinsic genetic properties of the cell. Here we have enhanced biosynthesis performance of heterologous proteins in CHO-K1 cells using CRISPR-Cas9 by editing the genome precisely with two genes for improving ER microenvironment and reinforcing antiapoptotic ability. A linear donor plasmid harboring eGFP-HsQSOX1b and Survivin genes was knocked in specific locus in CHO-K1 genome by the CRISPR-Cas9 RNA guided nucleases via NHEJ with efficiencies of up to 3.85% in the CHO-K1 cell pools following FACS, and the hQSOX1 and hSurvivin genes were integrated into expected genome locus successfully. Compared with control, the antiapoptotic viability of edited CHO-K1 cells was increased by 6.40 times, and the yield has been raised by 5.55 times with GLuc as model protein. The possible molecular mechanisms and pathways of remarkable antiapoptotic ability and protein biosynthesis in modified CHO-K1 cells have been elucidated reasonably. In conclusion, the novel ideas and reliable techniques for obtaining foreign proteins more efficiently in engineered animal cells were very valuable to meet large clinical needs.